
ABSTRACT 
 

XU, YILUN. A System Delay Estimation Method for Freeway Facilities Based Only on 
Speed Monitoring. (Under the direction of Dr. Billy Williams, Dr. Nagui Rouphail and Dr. 
Peter Bloomfield). 
 

Robust traffic system productivity and effectiveness metrics are of key importance for 

mobility and reliability measurement of freeway facilities. Fixed location permanent traffic 

data collection systems are available in many urban areas. However, probe based data is 

increasingly available for rural freeways and urban freeways not covered by fixed-point 

detection. The probe based systems represent a cost effective solution for providing complete 

mobility monitoring for statewide freeway systems. However, these systems do not provide 

information on traffic volume. Therefore, methodologies are needed to estimate volume 

based delay metrics when only speed data are available.  

A method, using speed data count, in conjunction with a Critical Speed Threshold (CST) 

that identifies the congested regime has been proposed. This study also developed two 

models to estimate volume during congested periods 1) using only speed data in conjunction 

with AADT data and the default Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) model; 2) using a locally 

calibrated HCM based model. System delay metrics, namely volume-weighted travel time 

index (VTTI), vehicle hours of delay (VHD) and annual delayed hours (ADH), are calculated 

using the volume estimates. The methodology and metrics were developed and tested at 

several sites in Raleigh, NC where data are available from both Traffic.com point sensors and 

INRIX across multiple years. This allowed the speed only metrics based on estimated volume 

to be compared to corresponding values derived from the fixed-point volume and speed data. 

Results reveal that these methodologies are capable to accurately estimate system delay with 

speed only input.  
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1 MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains the motivation of developing methodology to estimate volume from 

speed only system, and a literature review on volume estimation, system delay monitoring 

and congestion regime identification. This chapter also serves as an introduction to this 

study.  

1.1 MOTIVATION 
Freeway congestion is a perpetual problem on urban freeway systems, and measuring and 

monitoring this congestion is critically important for transportation system managers. 

Traveler delay on congested freeway facilities is a fundamentally important measurement of 

system performance. However, the direct volume measurements for system delay metrics 

calculation are not available from probe based monitoring systems. For example, INRIX 

provides speed/travel time data on all North Carolina freeway facilities but with no 

corresponding traffic volume information (1). Accurate speed and volume measurements or 

estimates are essential to system delay metric calculation. Therefore, a robust method for 

estimating volume from speed-only data is needed to enable the estimation of vehicle based 

mobility metrics such as system delay. 

The current version of Highway Capacity Manual (HCM2010) presents the basic 

freeway speed flow relationship as a model with three regimes that are free flow, 

undersaturated flow with declining speed and an oversaturated flow regime (2). The 

oversaturated flow regime is modeled as a linear relationship between flow and density from 

which a flow versus speed relationship can be derived (3). Therefore, at freeway segments 

whose operations closely follow the HCM model, the derived flow versus speed model 

(Locally Fitted HCM-based Model) can be used for the congested regime volume estimation 

if only speed data is available for such segments. Detailed methodology of the Locally Fitted 

Model is included in the Appendix A. Also, for low speed observations that occur during 

time periods where high volumes are historically unlikely, volume estimates based on AADT 
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along with a time-of-day profile can be used to avoid unrealistically high volume estimates. 

The combined use of AADT information and the HCM default model may also be a suitable 

way for volume estimation (Hybrid Default Model). 

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION 
Volume estimation is always an interesting topic in traffic research. A recent study 

endeavored to calibrate truck volumes from single-loop detectors data using an algorism that 

is capable to estimate vehicle effective length (4). However, when only speed information is 

available, volume estimation becomes difficult and may rely on such complicated approaches 

like Bayesian Inference (5). AADT is a reliable resource for volume estimation with 

carefully calibrated monthly, day of week and time of day volume profiles (6). Even though 

very limited efforts have been made by other researchers to calibrate oversaturated regime of 

the HCM freeway speed flow curve based on local conditions, the author believe a calibrated 

speed flow relationship is capable for the estimation of volume from speed. 

In order to develop the methodology for congested volume estimation, it is critical to, in 

the first step, identify the data in congested regime. Many researches have discussed the 

transition pattern between uncongested and congested regimes on freeway. For instance, a 

paper reviewed current theories on freeway flow breakdown patterns under different 

conditions, and a striking feature of these theories and results is their diversity (8).  

This study devised and employed a Critical Speed Threshold (CST) that identifies the 

observations corresponding to the oversaturated flow regime. Analysis of empirical speed 

data count for Traffic.com and INRIX data reveals that the speed at which traffic states 

change from uncongestion to congestion can be derived from the speed distributions. The 

CST value is therefore derived from the speed distributions and used to identify the 

congestion regime observations. 

For the identified congested observations, volume is 1) estimated using a combination of 

a local time-of-day volume profile along with AADT data and the default HCM speed-flow 

model (Hybrid Default Model); or 2) estimated using the HCM-based Locally Fitted Model. 
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The resulting volume estimates are then used in conjunction with the speed data to compute 

volume-based metrics, specifically Volume-weighted Travel Time Index (VTTI), Vehicle 

Hours of Delay (VHD), and Annual Delayed Hours (ADH). VHD is usually used by 

Department of Transportations (DOT) to monitor freeway congestions. Florida DOT, for 

example, calculated Daily VHD and Daily Person Hours of Delay from the speed flow 

information from their loop detectors (7). However, many states do not have direct and 

sufficient volume detections on their freeway system, and thus it has been difficult for them 

to provide accurate system delay information to the public. Even states with sufficient loop 

or other fixed-location volume detectors only use a limited number of their volume data to 

estimate delay for the whole system to save processing time (8). In this study, metrics 

calculated from the INRIX speed data are compared to those calculated using Traffic.com 

volume and speed data, so as to test the methodology. The whole process from data 

collection, to model calibration and metrics calculation is packed into a very efficient Excel 

Macro for future use. 
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2 DATA DESCRIPTION 

This chapter is a description of the available data: Traffic.com speed flow data, INRIX 

speeds and AADT with local profiles. Data sources and site selection process are introduced 

and discussed. This study collected 5AM to 10PM weekdays 15-minutes aggregated data 

from Traffic.com and INRIX, along with the AADT statistics from the North Carolina 

Department of Transportation (NCDOT) Traffic Survey Unit. Only weekday and daytime 

(5AM to 10PM) data were collected to avoid situations with low sample rates in INRIX. The 

15-minute time interval is a common interval used by many state DOTs for archiving 

freeway data (9), and 15 minutes also corresponds to the analysis interval in the HCM (2).  

2.1 DATA SOURCES 
Traffic.com, INRIX and AADT are three major data sources for this study. They are 

introduced in this section. 

TRAFFIC.COM DATA 

Traffic.com collects speed and flow data using a mixture of side-fire microwave radars and 

acoustic sensors installed at fixed permanent locations along interstates in the Triangle 

Region of North Carolina. There are a total of 59 stations in the area spaced approximately 

1.5 miles apart. Each station collects traffic data in both directions of the freeway. 

Observations of speed and flow aggregated at a 15-minute interval were collected from the 

stakeholder webpage of Traffic.com (10). Traffic.com also reports number of valid readings 

in the reporting period as well as information on volume categorized by vehicle class (11). 

The passenger car (pc) equivalent volume is converted from volume by vehicle classification. 

Class 1 vehicles (non-commercial) are thought to be equivalent to pc; class 2, 3 and 4 

vehicles, as single-unit, single trailer and multi-trailer commercial ones, are thought to have 

average pc equivalence of 2. The pc equivalent volume is then converted to one-lane based 

flow rate by the number of lanes and time interval, which is ready for the model fitting. 

Density is calculated in each 15-minutes interval using the one-lane based passenger car 
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equivalent flow rate divided by speed. Please refer to a sample raw data table from 

Traffic.com in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-1 Sample Raw Data from Traffic.com Sensor 40390WB 

Day Date Time Direction # of 
Lanes 

Avg 
Spd 

(mph) 

Total 
Vol 

Class 
1 

Class 
2 

Class 
3 

Class 
4 

Valid 
Readings 
(Volume) 

FRI 1/1/10 0:00 W 4 63.75 127.5 123.75 3.75 0 0 16 
FRI 1/1/10 0:15 W 4 66 283 276 5 2 0 64 
FRI 1/1/10 0:30 W 4 64.73 459 454 4 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 0:45 W 4 64.42 413 406 6 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 1:00 W 4 63.69 351 341 9 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 1:15 W 4 65.3 318 314 3 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 1:30 W 4 65.22 220 217 2 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 1:45 W 4 62.91 249 242 4 3 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 2:00 W 4 66.35 246 241 4 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 2:15 W 4 66.98 240 232 5 3 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 2:30 W 4 66.24 236 234 2 0 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 2:45 W 4 66.17 218 209 8 1 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 3:00 W 4 64.2 232 223 5 4 0 60 
FRI 1/1/10 3:15 W 4 65.84 188 181 5 2 0 60 

 

INRIX SPEED DATA 

INRIX uses GPS probes and, in some location, other data sources to collect speed 

information on 260,000+ miles of roads across the United States (1). The data consists of 

travel times and speeds derived primarily from probe vehicles. Speeds and travel times are 

reported for traffic message channel (TMC) codes as defined by TeleAtlas and Navteq (11).  

Each freeway TMC code represents a directional roadway segment with a geo-located 

beginning and ending point.  The INRIX system assigns vehicle-based measurements to 

TMC segments and averages these readings across one-minute base reporting intervals. 

Speed data aggregated at a 15-minute interval were collected from the Regional Integrated 

Transportation Information System (RITIS) (12). 
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Because INRIX samples across the entire length of TMC segments the resulting speed 

data is fundamentally different from Traffic.com speed data sampled at a fixed point along 

each segment. Therefore along segments with both Traffic.com and INRIX coverage, a 

significant speed difference between reported speed from the two systems might occur due to 

placement of the Traffic.com station relative to nominal queue formation and dissipation or 

relative to points along the segment where operational characteristics change say for example 

due to pronounced changes in horizontal and/or vertical alignment. Also, INRIX does not 

publish sample size of probe vehicles for speed aggregations. And detection errors are still 

believed to exist for both data collection methods. Site selection for this study was conducted 

with the goal of selecting sites that would minimize this bias and the resulting impact on 

comparison of the delay metrics. Please refer to a raw sample data table from INRIX in 

Table 2-2. 

 

Table 2-2 Sample Raw Data from INRIX Segment 125+4861 Corresponding to 

Traffic.com Sensor 40390WB  

tmc_code measurement
_tstamp speed average_

speed 
reference_

speed 
travel_time_

minutes 
confidence_sco

re 

125+04861 1/1/10 0:00 67.53333333 65 65 1.4544 23.33333333 
125+04861 1/1/10 0:15 66 65 65 1.486 30 
125+04861 1/1/10 0:30 65.66666667 65 65 1.493333333 23.33333333 
125+04861 1/1/10 0:45 61.66666667 65 65 1.599666667 16.66666667 
125+04861 1/1/10 1:00 71.33333333 65 65 1.375933333 30 
125+04861 1/1/10 1:15 73.66666667 65 65 1.3338 27.33333333 
125+04861 1/1/10 1:30 65 65 65 1.508 10 
125+04861 1/1/10 1:45 65 65 65 1.508 10 
125+04861 1/1/10 2:00 65 65 65 1.508 10 
125+04861 1/1/10 2:15 65 65 65 1.508 10 
125+04861 1/1/10 2:30 65 65 65 1.508 23.33333333 
125+04861 1/1/10 2:45 65 65 65 1.508 30 
125+04861 1/1/10 3:00 65 65 65 1.508 22 
125+04861 1/1/10 3:15 60.46666667 65 65 1.795066667 30 
125+04861 1/1/10 3:30 39 65 65 3.016666667 23.33333333 
125+04861 1/1/10 3:45 65 65 65 1.508 10 
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AADT DATA COLLECTION 

AADT data on all North Carolina freeways from 2002 to 2011 were downloaded from 

NCDOT Traffic Survey Unit web page. Monthly and daily demand factors (i.e. Monthly 

Average Daily Traffic / AADT) were calculated from the data from thirteen Traffic.com 

sensors along I-40 for the year 2010. National urban and rural monthly, daily and 15-minute 

default demand factors are also available in a 1997 study by Hallenbeck (13). Local 15-

minute volume profiles are developed from two-week (normal weekdays in May and August) 

Traffic.com volume samples of each site and year. The NCDOT has also established a 

statewide 15-minute demand profile for urban and rural facilities that may estimate volume 

well when demand does not significantly exceed volume during peak hours. Using the 15-

minute time-of-day volume profile and Monthly Daily factors, 15-minute flow rate is 

estimated from AADT at each location and year. 

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 are randomly selected three-day (5/12 Tuesday to 5/14 

Thursday during the temporary two-week data collection) volumes from Traffic.com sensor 

40390EB in 2010, compared with volumes from AADT with local, NC and national profiles. 

The results reveal that local 15-minute profiles from the two-week data collection with either 

NC or National Monthly profile generates reasonable volumes estimates, as shown in Figure 

2-1. Volumes from NC monthly profile fit better to Traffic.com volumes during the peaks 

than volumes from National monthly profile do; while volumes from National monthly 

profile fits better during non-peak times.  

Using of National default 15-minute profile causes large errors, as shown in Figure 2-2. 

Thus, the author does not recommend using National 15-minute profile for volume 

estimation. In fact, the author recommends always using local profiles from temporary data 

collection. Part of the collected data should be used for validation.  
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Figure 2-1 Local 15-minute Profiles Comparison at 40390EB in 2010 
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Figure 2-2 National 15-minute Profiles Comparison at 40390EB in 2010 

 

2.2 SITE SELECTION 
Site selection is critical for model development and comparison. Setting aside the issue of 

measurement error, an ideal site is an ideal basic segment where the placement of the 

Traffic.com station is located at a point along the corresponding TMC segment that would 

yield fixed-point traffic condition data that is strongly correlated with the corresponding 

traffic conditions along the entire segment. Traffic.com sensor data are used as the 

benchmark for metric development and evaluation, and therefore the Traffic.com data should 

be unbiased relative to the segment traffic conditions. Ideal basic freeway segments were 

identified with Traffic.com sensors located near the middle of the corresponding INRIX 

TMC segment. Central placement provides an initial indication, although not a guarantee, of 

an acceptable site. Application of this procedure identified Traffic.com station 40390 (covers 

both directions), near Durham, NC, with speed limit of 65 mph, that corresponds to INRIX 
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segments 125+04871 (westbound) and 125-04870 (eastbound) as the most appropriate site 

for volume estimation and metric development, as shown in Figure 2-3. It is identified as the 

best available basic segment meets the sensor placement requirement above, even though it 

has curvature and some trucks traffic that makes it a near-ideal basic segment. Traffic.com 

and INRIX data from this site were collected for four years, from 2009 to 2012. Non-ideal 

sites, namely 40300WB (includes a steep grade), 440200EB (located near a lane drop) and 

440210EB (a short segment internal to an interchange with only one year of data), were also 

chosen in this study. Traffic.com and INRIX data was collected at these three non-ideal sites 

for one year in 2010. The other direction of these three sites was not selected because they 

have too many non-ideal characteristics or the speed flow data is not reasonable after initial 

plotting. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Near-ideal Study Location near Durham, NC 

 

Figure 2-4 shows a map of the three locations. The nearest ramp type to the sensor and 

their distances are shown in Table 2-3. 
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Figure 2-4 Other Study Locations near Raleigh, NC. 

 

Table 2-3 Nearest Upstream and Downstream Ramp to Selected Sensors 

Sensors 
Upstream Downstream 

Ramp Type Dist. from Sensor (ft) Ramp Type Dist. from Sensor (ft) 

040390WB On 3100 Off 2265 

040390EB On 2265 Off 3100 

040300WB On 4770 Off 4455 

440200EB On 1180 Off 795 

440210EB Off 1075 On 1375 

* Dist. stands for distance; all distances refer to that between the sensor and the gore of ramp, and 
measured to closest 5 ft. 

 

The sites 040300WB and 440210EB meet the HCM definition of basic segment, while 

site 440200EB is an overlap segment (i.e. the 1,500 ft on and off ramp segment influence 

areas overlap). 040300WB has a significant grade, while 440210EB is a very short internal 
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basic segment with very heavy congestions. Even though the HCM freeway model is 

designed only for basic segments (and thus should be the fitted model), it is worthwhile 

testing the compatibility of HCM or fitted models to non-ideal segment data. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

Methodology of Data Cleansing, Critical Speed Threshold (CST) development, Volume 

Estimation and System Delay Metrics Estimation are documented in this chapter. Data 

Cleansing is the very important first step to exam data and filter out non-recurring congestion 

data that may heavily bias the volume estimation. The CST is then developed to identify the 

exact recurring congestion regime. With the congestion regime data, volume estimation 

models are tested and compared. System delay metrics are then calculated and compared 

with speeds and the estimated volumes. All methodologies in dealing with items above are 

documented in this section. All statistical methods used in this study are also introduced in 

this chapter. 

3.1 NON-RECURRING CONGESTION DATA CLEANSING 
The system delay discussed in this study is only applicable to time periods where normal 

operations prevail. For example, significant capacity and vehicle operations impacts due to 

situations such as extreme weather conditions, major incidents, or work zones would 

preclude accurate volume estimation using either the default HCM oversaturated model or 

normal volume levels based on AADT and local 15-minute volume profiles. Therefore, 

anomalous observations arising from conditions such as those just described needed to be 

identified and removed prior to development of the volume estimation method and the 

resulting metrics. The importance of data cleaning is clearly illustrated in the speed flow data 

from Traffic.com sensor 40390 westbound during the year 2009 shown in Figure 3-1. This 

Traffic.com sensor is located approximately one half mile east of the Highway-54/Chapel 

Hill Road interchange.  
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Figure 3-1 Speed Flow Observations for 40390 WB During 2009 from Traffic.com 

 

The lines and arrows in the speed flow chart connect the 15-minute interval Traffic.com 

data points in time series order. The idea of connecting speed flow data points in time series 

order to reveal traffic migration pattern came from an empirical study of freeway traffic by 

Fred Hall (14). Therefore, the plot illustrates congestion formation and recovery patterns. 

The chain of low speed observations occurring at a flow rate of around 400 pc/hr/ln was 

found to correspond to a heavy snow event that occurred on the week of 1/20/2009. This 

heavy snow is identified from the incident listing tools from RITIS system that provide all 

major incident such as inclement weather, work zone and crashes on North Carolina 

freeways. These observations correspond to the type of extreme operational situations from 

Traffic.com sensors need to be filtered out prior to development of the volume estimation 
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methodology. Also, empirical method is also used to filter low-density data such as the one 

with flow rate around 600 pc/hr/ln and speed around 32 mph. This data point is highly 

suspected to be the result of small accidents, heavy summer shower, or a sensor malfunction 

that cause a temporary low flow rate. This point was not confirmed by the incident listing 

tool in RITIS, but according to the engineering judgment these kind of data points from 

Traffic.com should be filtered out before model development and comparison.  

Other Traffic.com data points shown as low density are likely to be either mixed state 

(congested and uncongested conditions occurring within the 15-minute reporting interval) or 

minor capacity-reducing incidents. The minor incidents such as rain or wet surface are 

considered as recurring events with which data could be included in the volume estimation 

models. Previous research has found that rain reduces average vehicular speeds by 8 to 12% 

and capacity by 7 to 8%, while wet surface conditions reduce average speeds by 6 to 7% 

(15). If metrics are calculated based on at least half year of data and compared across years, 

the slight speed reduction caused by rain or a wet pavement surface needs not be filtered to 

the effect should be relatively consistent between years. However, severe adverse weather, 

such as heavy snow and extremely low visibility, must be taken into account because such 

events will cause severe reductions in speed and capacity (16)(17).  

It is important to note that the INRIX system has some built in capability to adjust 

unusual speeds according to historical records. For example, for the heavy snow event 

identified in the data shown in Figure 3-1 above, the corresponding INRIX data indicates an 

average speed of about 55 mph speed. This average speed is about 7 mph higher than that 

from Traffic.com speeds over the same period. Furthermore, INRIX shows 18% of speed 

information during that period was actually from historical speed data, while the average 

percentage throughout the year is only 8%. This statement is based on INRIX one-minute 

data scoring information, with score of 30 indicating that the data was from probe detection, 

10 and 20 for data calculated from average or reference speed. Therefore, the INRIX system 

appears to have recognized the abnormal speeds captured from the probe vehicles and made 

some adjustment. 
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3.2 CRITICAL SPEED THRESHOLD (CST) 
All metrics calculated in this study describe system delay only for congested time intervals. 

The Critical Speed Threshold (CST) is developed to identify the congested flow observations 

from other uncongested flow regimes. Note that delay metrics are calculated relative to the 

posted speed limit, thus the methodology developed in this study does not include delay for 

time intervals with speed between speed limit and the CST. This approach is reasonable 

because 1) the delay due to congestion constitutes the majority of total freeway delay and is 

therefore of primary interest to travelers, system managers, and policy makers; 2) most 

observations with speeds between the posted speed limit and the CST will be from the free 

flow regime. Therefore, the use of a CST design to clearly identify congested observations 

will provide a stable and consistent system delay estimation methodology. 

Even though the speed flow relationship is affected by the speed limit, and since a 5 or 

10 mph below speed limit has been proposed to be the CST by another study (18), it is 

believed that a more precise separation of regimes should be derived from actual speed flow 

data. The author proposes using speed data count to identify the stable congestion regime. 

Note that the congestion regime is stable, speed across this regime may be uniform 

distributed and a sudden increase in speed data around the border of congestion regime may 

be caught and helpful to develop CST. Only speeds between zero and the speed limit are 

gathered for the speed data count, which is to avoid the further complication in dealing with 

the number of speed data drop down at very high speed. Please note that the data cleansing 

method, introduced in the section above, should have been applied before the CST model 

development, and thus the non-recurring congestion data is filtered out. 

A two-regime model is used to fit to the speed data count, in order to find the most 

possible change point, as shown in Figure 3-2. All 15-min speed data from daytime 

weekdays (total sample size of around 17,680) were used for model developments. However, 

data with speeds above the speed limit are not necessary for modeling. The first regime (on 

the left) is a linear model with a small slope that fits to the stable congested speeds; the 

second regime (on the right) is an exponential model that fits to the sudden increase in the 
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number of speeds. The two regimes are connected and restrained at the desired CST. The 

two-regime model is shown in Equation 3-1. Please note that the slopes of the two models 

are not restrained at the change point, in order not to fall in the situation of over constraining 

the model.   

 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =    𝑎  ×  𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝑏,                                𝑖𝑓      𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ≤ 𝐶𝑆𝑇                                                            
exp  (𝑐  ×  𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝑑),          𝑖𝑓      𝐶𝑆𝑇 < 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 < 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 

Where a, b, c and d are parameters and are subject to the CST constrain as, 

𝑎  ×  𝐶𝑆𝑇 + 𝑏 = exp  (𝑐  ×  𝐶𝑆𝑇 + 𝑑) 

Equation 3-1 
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Figure 3-2 Speed Data Count with the Best Fitted Two-regime Model with Change 

Point for 2011 40390WB INRIX Data 

 

The two-regime model is fitted to the data by using a Log Maximum Likelihood 

Estimation (MLE) method (19). The Log MLE equation is shown below: 

 

 

 Equation 3-2 
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Where L is the likelihood value; f (x, θ) is the probability mass function; and θ is the 

parameter of interest. 

Each 15-min averaged speed is assumed to be identical and independent so that a 

Poisson distribution is suitable for model fitting. The probability mass function (PMF) of the 

Poisson distribution is shown below (20). 

 

 

 Equation 3-3 

 

Where k is equal to the actual value of X in sample; λ is equal to the expected value of 

X; e is the base of the natural logarithm. 

When fitting model to data, for each speed, λ is the value from the model at that speed 

while the k is the count of data points from data at that speed. Thus, the value of PMF at each 

speed is obtained. The value of log likelihood over the two regimes is obtained by using 

Equation 3-2 with the PMF of Poisson distribution. 

Speeds from zero to the speed limit are exhausted at 1 mph steps in order to find the best 

CST with the highest log likelihood value. At each steps, Excel Solver is used to find the set 

of parameters (a, b, c and d in Equation 3-1) that best fit the model to data with a temporary 

choice of CST. In another word, first set the CST as 1 mph and find parameters that best fit 

the model to data; record the Log Likelihood value and go to 2 mph; repeat the process until 

the CST reach speed limit; select the final CST that generate the highest log likelihood value. 

The selected CST’s are listed in the Chapter 4 Results. 
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3.3 VOLUME ESTIMATION 
Hybrid Default Model and Locally Fitted Model are the two major methods for volume 

estimation. The former is combined from the Default HCM model and AADT model; while 

the latter is a HCM based speed flow relationship fitted to local traffic conditions. 

HYBRID DEFAULT MODEL 

A hybrid approach based on two models is used for the congested state volume estimation 

based on speed data. The two component models are 1) the default HCM speed flow curves 

and 2) an AADT based model. Traffic.com speed versus flow observations are shown in 

Figure 3-3 along with points representing each observed speed plotted versus flow rate 

estimated from the two models for westbound data collected at station 40390 for the year 

2011.  
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Figure 3-3 Traffic.com Actual Speed Flow Data along with AADT and HCM Model 

Volume Estimation 

 

The HCM model fits the most congested observations (those with speed below about 15 

mph) well at this site. However, the fit is noticeably worse for observations with speeds 

between 15 mph and the CST. For these observations the HCM model overestimates volume 

in nearly all cases.  Freeway data in general tend to show more variation and conversely less 

stability in traffic states lying between severe congestion and free flow, which leads to an 

expectation that the default HCM model would not provide a close fit to these data.  For the 

severe congestion regime with speeds less than 15 mph, a small difference of speed leads to 

significant difference in estimated volume according to the HCM model (21). This fact could 

in turn lead to volume estimation error. However, the results indicate that error in the HCM 
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model volume estimation is less severe than for volume predicted by AADT model in the 

heavily congested regime. 

Figure 3-3 is built by matching time stamps of AADT model output and Traffic.com 

data. The AADT model is able to fit the mixed state data very well since it is looking at the 

‘average’ volume over the year, while it would significantly overestimate volume during the 

highly congested regime. For instance, the triangle and circle highlighted by an oval (with 

flow rate around 800 pc/hr/ln) indicate that the default 15-minute volume at 6/30/2010 20:00 

to 6/30/2010 20:15 from AADT model is 11.6% higher than the volume collected from 

Traffic.com during the same 15-minute period. Similarly, points highlighted by a rectangle 

(with flow rate around 1200 pc/hr/ln) indicate that AADT model estimated volume is 3.0% 

lower than Traffic.com volume. Most of this error is canceled out during averaging metrics 

over the whole year if no significant difference of AADT and Traffic.com total is caught. 

Thus, for data with slight congestion (still under the CST), AADT model would provide a 

decent volume estimate according to daytime factors. Time stamps of AADT model output 

and INRIX would also be matched for the estimated volume from INRIX speeds. 

In order to model delay due to congestion (defined as speed being under CST with 

extremely bad weather, lane closure, incidents, etc. data filtered out), the minimum volume 

estimated from Default HCM model and AADT model with volume profiles are selected as 

the final volume estimation. 

Default HCM Model 

The data points within the upper 1% traffic volume range for the full year weekday day time 

observations are viewed as representative of the freeway capacity at each site. The average 

volume of this sample was found to be generally equivalent to the traditional capacity 

defined in HCM (22). This may be biased when large amount of data gather around capacity 

when this segment is the bottleneck or has a downstream bottleneck. Thus, a scrutiny of 

speed and flow relationship plot is recommended before model selection. Therefore, the 

average flow of these observations was defined as the capacity at each site, and the average 
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speed of these observations was defined to speed at capacity. The observations at each site 

with speed higher than speed at capacity and volume lower that 500 pc/hr/ln were selected as 

the basis for free flow speed (FFS). Previous research suggests that the expected or mean 

value of pre-breakdown flow and queue discharge rates appear to be approximately 400 

pc/hr/ln less than the HCM capacity values (23). The threshold of 500 pc/hr/ln ensure no pre-

breakdown flow or queue discharge data are included in FFS determination. Even though this 

approach is more conservative than the 1000 pc/hr/ln recommended by previous study (22), it 

contain sufficient data for FFS determination. The speed at capacity line is used to filter out 

low speed, low volume data points that do not fall on the theoretical HCM speed flow curve, 

and the volume of 500 further helps to confine observations to the free flow regime. The 

resulting FFS, calculated as the mean of the identified free flow observations, is used to 

select the representative HCM speed-flow curve. However, if the volume information is not 

sufficient or available, the mean of the upper 5% of all speeds is recommended the FFS 

criterion for HCM model selection. 

The HCM basic freeway segment speed flow model provides a single set of capacity 

value as a function of Free Flow Speed (FFS), which does not take local conditions into 

account (24). Also, in this study, traffic.com volume is converted to a per lane basis, which is 

averaging the total volume through all lanes. This causes bias in the speed flow relationship 

and the capacity, since volume distributes unevenly across lanes and volume varies when 

traffic is approaching capacity (25) or even at different time of day (26). The same situation 

applies to speeds (27). Also, data between the free flow regime and the highly congested 

regime is very noisy due to the unstable characteristics of traffic. Therefore, the selected 

HCM curve would fit well with the FFS but not in the near capacity regime. However, the 

selection of the HCM curve would not significantly affect the error of volume prediction, 

since, generally, only the low speed part (speed under around 15 mph) of the curve is used if 

the minimum of the HCM predicted volume and AADT model predicted ones are final, and 

this part of curve is not sensitive to FFS and could predict volume very well as shown in 

Figure 3-3 above.  
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AADT Model with Volume Profiles 

NC freeway AADT data was acquired from the Traffic Survey Unit at NCDOT website. It is 

assumed that daily traffic demand equals to daily traffic volume, so that AADT, along with 

monthly daily factors and daily 15-minutes volume profile calculated from local and recent 

data, is used to generate 15-minutes default volume. Local daily 15-minutes profiles are 

developed from two-week Traffic.com speed flow data collection from each sites and years. 

Heavy vehicles and directional difference are both handled by this profile, since the 

Traffic.com provides vehicle composition information and speed flow data in both directions. 

The NC urban default daily 15-minutes demand profile is used only when the demand does 

not usually significantly exceed the volume. Thus a local data collection to develop the daily 

15-minutes profile is always recommended when conditions permit.  

In this study, AADT values were compared to Traffic.com average daily volumes with 

adjustments for missing readings. Traffic.com reports valid readings for each 15-min period. 

If the sensors were working properly all the time, the value of valid reading should be the 

product of number of lanes and 15, for 15-min time interval. If valid reading were lower than 

it is supposed to be, then the 15-min volume would be underestimated and incorrect. Thus, 

those incorrect volumes should be adjusted based on the reported proportion of valid reading. 

For station 40390 from 2009 to 2010, Traffic.com station 40390, there are only 

approximately 3% difference between AADT and Traffic.com daily volume, as shown in 

Table 3-1. But the differences are much obvious at two non-ideal basic segments 440200EB 

and 440210EB, which indicate that the AADT’s are significantly overestimating the volume. 

The errors in AADT measurement at these two sites are contributing to the volume 

estimation errors in the Hybrid Default model.  
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Table 3-1 Comparison between default AADT and Average Daily Traffic Count from 
Traffic.com Sensor 40390 

 40390 Both Directions 40300WB 440200EB 440210EB 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2010 

Traffic.com Adjusted 
Volume (vehicle/day) 108,741 108,922 110,561 111,184 76,997 37,759 31,342 

AADT (vehicle/day) 113,000 112,000 110,000 110,000 77,533 40,779 35,913 

% Error of AADT 3.92% 2.83% -0.51% -1.06% 0.70% 8.00% 14.58% 

*Please note AADT for 2012 are assumed to be the same with that for 2011. AADT for one direction 
is adjusted by the 15-min volume profile calibrated with two weeks local volume data collection 

 

HCM and AADT Models Governing Percentage 

As discussed above, the minimum volume estimates from HCM and AADT model are used 

for the Hybrid Default model. As illustrated in Figure 3-3, the HCM model only fits to the 

heavy congestion data. The percentage of volume estimates from HCM model (or AADT 

model) should vary site-by-site and year-by-year. Table 3-2 shows this percentage for both 

Traffic.com and INRIX for all sites in all years. It is known that only around 10% to 20% 

volume estimates are from HCM model for both Traffic.com and INRIX during the four 

years at the near-ideal site 40390. The percentages are different but generally consistent over 

years. The percentages for non-ideal sites are different from those for near-ideal sites.
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Table 3-2 HCM and AADT Models Governing Percentage in the Hybrid Default Model 

from Traffic.com and INRIX 

Data Sources Traffic.com INRIX 
Sites %AADT Model %HCM Model %AADT Model %HCM Model 

40390 EB2009 86.6% 13.4% 84.1% 15.9% 
40390 EB2010 76.9% 23.1% 84.5% 15.5% 
40390 EB2011 80.3% 19.7% 75.3% 24.7% 
40390 EB2012 80.0% 20.0% 81.6% 18.4% 
40390 WB2009 88.5% 11.5% 89.0% 11.0% 
40390 WB2010 88.3% 11.7% 88.7% 11.3% 
40390 WB2011 84.6% 15.4% 87.7% 12.3% 
40390 WB2012 90.0% 10.0% 91.7% 8.3% 
40300 WB2010 88.7% 11.3% 90.5% 9.5% 
440200 EB2010 55.5% 44.5% 79.7% 20.3% 
440210 EB2010 74.6% 25.4% 87.5% 12.5% 

* The percentage indicates that how many 15-min volume estimates are from Default HCM model or 
AADT model with volume profiles. 

 

It is recommended to obtain the HCM and AADT model volume estimating percentage 

information when presenting the Hybrid model results. If the usage of HCM model falls too 

low, the metrics results would heavily depend on the AADT with the two-week volume 

profile calibration. The 10% to 20% range for the near-ideal site in this study is acceptable 

since the HCM model well fits the heavy congestion regime as shown in Figure 3-3. 

However, the author believes the higher percentage of HCM model estimates are used by the 

Hybrid model, the higher quality of volume estimation quality will be.  

High percentage of HCM model usage is rare because 1) factors exist to make a site a 

non-ideal basic segment or non-basic segment; 2) Sensors data are usually measuring queue 

discharge instead of queue formation, both of which result in the fact that speed flow data 

tend to fall on the left of the default HCM speed flow relationship, as shown in Figure 3-3. 
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LOCALLY FITTED MODEL 

As discussed in the section above, HCM default speed flow model is biased in interpreting 

local traffic conditions. A method to fit an HCM-based speed flow model using Traffic.com 

steady state congestion data were developed by the author in a published paper (18). The 

Locally Fitted Model is tested for volume estimation and system delay metrics calculation. 

Results were compared between the Hybrid Default Model and the Locally Fitted Model. 

A summary of this Locally Fitted Model is available in the Appendix A. The basic idea 

is to develop filters to select the steady state congestion speed/flow data that is used to fit the 

local speed flow density relationship. However, the Critical Speed Threshold (CST) method 

in that original paper is suggested to be replaced by the one introduced in this study above. 

Also, an improved Critical Density Threshold (CDT) method is introduced below.  

Improved Critical Density Threshold (CDT) Method 

The Critical Density Threshold (CDT) is improved using a density adjustment method 

introduced in a recent paper dealing with freeway breakdown and queue discharge (22). The 

updated CDT is based on the empirical data, which is consistent with all other thresholds 

discussed in Appendix A. The detailed updated CDT method is documented below.  

The site-based density at capacity is calculated using upper 1% volumes and the 

corresponding speed data from Traffic.com sensors (22). In the original paper in Appendix 

A, the density of 35 pc/mi/ln, criterion to separate the Level of Service (LOS) between D and 

E, is chosen as the CDT. While in this paper, the CDT method is updated using the following 

equation. 

 

𝐶𝐷𝑇 = 35  ×
𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒  𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑎𝑡  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡  𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑎𝑡  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  𝐻𝐶𝑀 

Equation 3-4 
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Where Default Density at Capacity is 45 pc/mi/ln (2); Site-based Density at Capacity is 

calculated as below; 35 pc/mi/ln is the D/E threshold selected by the original paper in 

Appendix A. 

 

𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒  𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑎𝑡  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝛴  𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  1%  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝛴  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑠  𝑖𝑛  𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  1%  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡   

Equation 3-5 

 

Sample Modeling Results 

The CDT results from the improved method are listed in Table 3-3. Site-base densities at 

capacity are generally lower than the default values for near-ideal or non-ideal sites. Thus the 

CDT’s from the improved method are lower than those from the original. This may allow 

more congestion data for model development.  

 

Table 3-3 CDT Results from the Improved Method 

Sites Default Density 
at Capacity 

Site-based Density 
at Capacity Original CDT Site-based 

CDT 
40390 EB2009 

45 

30.3 

35 

23.5 
40390 EB2010 30.3 23.6 
40390 EB2011 31.7 24.6 
40390 EB2012 31.9 24.8 
40390 WB2009 30.0 23.3 
40390 WB2010 29.6 23.0 
40390 WB2011 32.5 25.3 
40390 WB2012 31.8 24.7 
40300 WB2010 32.3 25.1 
440200 EB2010 45.3 35.2 
440210 EB2010 42.2 32.8 

* All units are pc/mi/ln. 
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Figure 3-4 shows the thresholds to identify steady state congestion data and the fitted 

model result. Both CST and CDT are selected based on the improved methods discussed 

above. Steady state congestion data marked as big circles are data that pass CST, CDT and a 

Speed First Difference Threshold (SFDT) that introduced in the paper in Appendix A. The 

illustration reveal that the Locally Fitted Model fits to the data much better than the HCM 

default model. Please refer to the detailed method in Appendix A. 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Speed Flow Data from 40300WB 2010 for Locally Fitted Model Illustration 
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3.4 SYSTEM DELAY METRICS 

ANNUAL DELAYED HOURS (ADH) 

Annual Delayed Hours (ADH) is a straightforward metric that reveals the prevalence of real 

congestion. The delayed hours are defined as time with speed under the CST, as shown in the 

equation below. 

 

𝐴𝐷𝐻 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑚  𝑜𝑟  𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐼𝑋  15  𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝐶𝑆𝑇

4
 

Equation 3-6 

 

It is expected that the number from Traffic.com and INRIX are different since the former 

average all vehicles speed samples from a single point and the latter average some probe 

vehicle speeds within the whole segment. However, this metrics would provide direct 

information of prevalence of congestion.  

VOLUME-WEIGHTED TRAVEL TIME INDEX 

The Volume-weighted Travel Time Index (VTTI) is calculated based only on data with speed 

below CST, as shown below, 

 

𝑉𝑇𝑇𝐼 =
(15min𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝐶𝑆𝑇×15  𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥  𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝐶𝑆𝑇)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝐶𝑆𝑇  

Equation 3-7 

 

where the Travel Time Index (TTI) is defined as, 
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𝑇𝑇𝐼 =
15min  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡   

15min  Speed  Limit  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡    

Equation 3-8 

 

The VTTI would have richer information about system delay than Travel Time Index 

(TTI) does, since the former weighted travel time by volume. 

VEHICLE HOURS OF DELAY (VHD) 

The total Vehicle Hours of Delay (VHD) is calculated based on only the data with speed 

under CST, as shown below, 

 

𝑉𝐻𝐷 = 15  𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  ×(15  𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 15  𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒) 

Equation 3-9 

 

Average VHD of all vehicles and all delayed vehicles (VHD/Hr and VHD/Delayed Hr) 

are of most concern. The former looks at both prevalence and severity of system congestion 

in combination, while the latter only looks at the severity of congestion. They are calculated 

using the equations below. 

 

𝑉𝐻𝐷/𝐻𝑟 =
𝑉𝐻𝐷

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠  𝑜𝑓  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟  𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐. 𝑐𝑜𝑚  𝑜𝑟  𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐼𝑋
 

Equation 3-10 

𝑉𝐻𝐷/𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑  𝐻𝑟 =
𝑉𝐻𝐷
𝐴𝐷𝐻 

Equation 3-11 
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4 RESULTS 

This chapter documented Critical Speed Threshold (CST) selections for all sites with both 

Traffic.com and INRIX data; compared system delay metrics results from Traffic.com only 

data; compared system delay metrics results between Traffic.com and INRIX; and discussed 

the speed difference between Traffic.com and INRIX. 

4.1 CRITICAL SPEED THRESHOLD (CST) SELECTION AND SPEED 

DIFFERENCE 
Critical Speed Thresholds (CST) that separates congested and uncongested regimes are 

selected using the MLE modeling method. The best CST selections are listed in Table 4-1. 

The CST’s are generally consistent over years at both directions at the near-ideal basic 

segment 40390. The two sites 440200 EB2010 and 440210 EB2010 have much lower CST 

than the others for the reason that they have speed limit of 55 mph instead of 65 mph. Also, it 

is not recommended to have a single combined CST for one site over four years even though 

the CST selections are very similar. The reason are 1) CST’s are based on data and believed 

to be the best indications to the congested regime; 2) CST are supposed to be different over 

years due to changing economics and traffic pattern, sensors calibrations, etc.  
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Table 4-1 Critical Speed Threshold (CST) Results for All Sites from INRIX and 
Traffic.com 

 Traffic.com INRIX 
Speed Limit 

Sites Selected CST 

40390 EB2009 54 54 

65 

40390 EB2010 52 55 

40390 EB2011 53 55 

40390 EB2012 53 57 

40390 WB2009 55 54 

40390 WB2010 52 54 

40390 WB2011 53 55 

40390 WB2012 53 57 

40300 WB2010 54 55 

440200 EB2010 41 43 
55 

440210 EB2010 44 46 

 

It is evident that the INRIX and Traffic.com system collect and process data in a 

different way. Even though every effort have been made during site selection to make sure 

that the Traffic.com sensor is capable to represent the INRIX segment at the selected site 

(40390), systematic speed differences are still believed to be present. This speed difference 

could be attributed to recurring queue spill back caught by INRIX but not by Traffic.com 

sensor because they could be not usually reaching the sensor, bias in INRIX probe vehicle 

sampling, unknown filtering methods used by INRIX, sensors being out of calibration, etc. 

Therefore, it is believed that systematic speed differences almost always exist. However, the 

CST method has some capability to relate itself with this difference. As shown in Figure 4-1, 

there is a positive trend between the systematic speed difference and the CST difference. 

Please note that the systematic speed differences here are calculated from ALL speed data 

from both data sources (not just speeds below CST). Even though the R2 is only .55, the trend 
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is intuitive that, the larger the speed difference is, the larger difference in the selected CST 

will be.  

 

  

Figure 4-1 Relation between CST Difference and Systematic Speed Difference (INRIX 

vs. Traffic.com) 

 

y = -0.0469x2 + 0.6398x + 0.6718 
R² = 0.54751 
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4.2 ESTIMATED SYSTEM DELAY (TRAFFIC.COM ONLY) 
In the first step, the methodology for volume estimation and metrics (VTTI, VHD and ADH) 

calculation is tested using only Traffic.com data. Metrics comparison results between INRIX 

and Traffic.com are discussed in the next section. The metrics calculated directly from 

Traffic.com speed and volume count are used as reference. However, even these data are 

believed to be well collected and processed, errors due to temporary system failure, imperfect 

calibration, etc. still exist. The fact that Traffic.com speed and volume data are used as 

reference for metrics comparison is just because of their comparably higher quality than 

other data sources. 

VOLUME ESTIMATION QUALITY 

Volume estimation quality is critical for the metrics output, for the reason that the error in 

volume estimation would usually be amplified in the metrics estimation. The paired t-test 

method is used to evaluate volume estimation quality. The estimated volume is paired with 

actual volume from Traffic.com by time frame. A dataset of difference between the estimated 

and actual volume is constructed and used for the t-test. The mean and variance needed for 

the test is obtained from this dataset. The paired t-test reveals whether it is significant to 

reject the null hypothesis stating that the difference between each pair is zero.  

Unfortunately, only four sites (40390EB2011, 40390WB2011, 440200EB2010, and 

40300WB2010) out of 11 pass the paired t-test with the Hybrid Default Model, indicating no 

significant mean difference between the estimated volume and the actual one.  

The volume estimation errors are believed to be due to low-density data. These data do 

not reflect accident, inclement weather, etc., but represent mixed states (congested and 

uncongested) during the 15-min period. Both the Locally Fitted Model and Hybrid Default 

Model (especially the former) significantly overestimated volume with these speed inputs. A 

linear regression method was used to reveal the relationship between metrics estimation 

errors and the number of low-density data, which is discussed in the following sections. 
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SYSTEM DELAY METRICS RESULTS 

Results of system delay metrics, such as Volume-weighted Travel Time Index (VTTI), 

Vehicle Hours of Delay (VHD) and Annual Delayed Hours (ADH), from four years (2009-

2012) at 040390 (EB/WB) and one year (2010) at 40300WB, 440200EB and 440210EB, are 

listed in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. The percentage errors are for metrics 

calculated from model-estimated volume and speed from Traffic.com, and the errors are 

referred to metrics calculated from Traffic.com actual volume and speed data. 

 

Table 4-2 System Delay Metrics Results from Traffic.com Sensor 40390EB  

040390EB 2009 2010 

Flow data Traffic.com Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com Fitted 

Model 
Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.643 2.353 2.597 2.870 2.735 2.937 

VTTI % Err 0.00% -10.97% -1.74% 0.00% -4.71% 2.35% 

VHD/Hr 0.647 0.717 0.725 0.728 0.809 0.803 

VHD/Delayed Hr 85.34 94.52 95.69 107.11 118.97 118.11 

VHD % Err 0.00% 10.76% 12.13% 0.00% 11.08% 10.27% 

ADH 33.50 29.25 

  2011 2012 

Flow data Traffic.com Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com Fitted 

Model 
Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.583 2.404 2.639 2.659 2.634 2.766 

VTTI % Err 0.00% -6.95% 2.14% 0.00% -0.96% 4.01% 

VHD/Hr 1.051 1.110 1.084 1.399 1.461 1.441 

VHD/Delayed Hr 93.88 99.13 96.87 109.29 114.15 112.59 

VHD % Err 0.00% 5.59% 3.18% 0.00% 4.44% 3.01% 

ADH 48.25 56.25 
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Table 4-3 System Delay Metrics Results from Traffic.com Sensor 40390WB  

040390WB 2009 2010 

Flow data Traffic.com Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com Fitted 

Model 
Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.020 1.922 2.031 2.250 2.235 2.343 

VTTI % Err 0.00% -4.87% 0.52% 0.00% -0.67% 4.14% 

VHD/Hr 0.760 0.834 0.822 0.617 0.668 0.660 

VHD/Delayed Hr 59.19 64.93 64.04 77.73 84.19 83.15 

VHD % Err 0.00% 9.69% 8.19% 0.00% 8.31% 6.97% 

ADH 56.75 34.25 

  2011 2012 

Flow data Traffic.com Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com Fitted 

Model 
Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.463 2.404 2.556 2.285 2.262 2.334 

VTTI % Err 0.00% -2.40% 3.76% 0.00% -1.01% 2.17% 

VHD/Hr 1.280 1.335 1.282 1.097 1.123 1.070 

VHD/Delayed Hr 91.93 95.91 92.12 83.45 85.46 81.41 

VHD % Err 0.00% 4.33% 0.20% 0.00% 2.41% -2.44% 

ADH 60.00 57.75 
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Table 4-4 System Delay Metrics Results from Traffic.com Sensor 40300WB, 440200EB 
and 440210EB  

2010 040300WB 440200EB 440210EB 

Flow data Traffic.
com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

Traffic.
com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

Traffic.
com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.287 2.273 2.471 1.937 1.955 1.969 2.037 2.006 2.034 

VTTI % 
Err 0.00% -0.60% 8.02% 0.00% 0.91% 1.64% 0.00% -1.54% -0.15% 

VHD/Hr 1.515 1.690 1.735 0.239 0.251 0.249 1.292 1.356 1.364 

VHD/ 
Delayed 

Hr 
179.05 199.79 205.08 18.63 19.56 19.36 31.49 33.06 33.24 

VHD % 
Err 0.00% 11.59% 14.54% 0.00% 5.00% 3.91% 0.00% 4.96% 5.54% 

ADH 37.50 56.75 177.50 

 

Generally, for the near-ideal basic segment (40390), VTTI has percentage error range 

from -11% to -1% with Fitted Model; -2% to +4% with Hybrid Model. Percentage errors 

ranges, +2% to +11% with Fitted Model and -2% to +12% with Hybrid Model, are 

summarized for VHD. Please note that both models, except at the site 40390EB in 2009, 

generally very accurately estimate VTTI’s. In this case with Traffic.com as the only data 

source, the errors in metrics come solely from the errors of volume estimations. However, 

VTTI are less sensitive to these errors than VHD. A noticeable low ADH exists in both 

directions of 40390 in 2010. The reason is unclear but this effect is consistent for both 

Traffic.com and INRIX, which are also shown in the next section. Metrics results from non-

ideal sites (40300WB, 440200EB and 440210EB) do not show much higher percentage error 

than those at near-ideal site (40390). 

SYSTEM DELAY METRICS QUALITY CONTROL 

A linear regression model is introduced in this section to reveal the relationship between the 

percentage of low-density data and the metrics estimation percentage error. System delay 

metrics percentage error are hypothesized to be significantly linearly related to the fraction of 
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data points below CST that only meet LOS of C (density below 26 pc/mi/ln) threshold, as 

shown in Table 4-5, Table 4-6 and Figure 4-2.  

 

Table 4-5 System Delay Percentage Error with Percentage of Low Density Data (Under 
Certain LOS Criteria) 

40390 
Metrics Error Rate Level of Service (LOS) Threshold 

FITTED 
VTTI 

HYBRID 
VTTI 

FITTED 
VHD 

HYBRID 
VHD C D E F 

EB09 -10.97% -1.74% 10.76% 12.13% 23.9% 29.9% 40.3% 53.0% 

EB10 -4.71% 2.35% 11.08% 10.27% 12.8% 14.5% 23.1% 36.8% 

EB11 -6.95% 2.14% 5.59% 3.18% 13.0% 15.5% 29.5% 46.1% 

EB12 -0.96% 4.01% 4.44% 3.01% 0.0% 2.7% 14.2% 36.9% 

WB09 -4.87% 0.52% 9.69% 8.19% 15.4% 20.7% 43.2% 64.8% 

WB10 -0.67% 4.14% 8.31% 6.97% 8.0% 8.8% 21.9% 44.5% 

WB11 -2.40% 3.76% 4.33% 0.20% 1.7% 5.8% 23.8% 48.8% 

WB12 -1.01% 2.17% 2.41% -2.44% 1.7% 5.2% 21.3% 43.9% 
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Figure 4-2 Linear Regression between Metrics Estimation Percentage Error and 

Percentage of Data with Density Below 26 pc/mi/ln (Below LOS C) 

 

Table 4-6 Regression Details of the Metrics Percentage Error and the Percentage of 
Low Density Data 

  Intercept Intercept P-value Slope Slope P-value R2 

FITTED VTTI -0.3% 0.744 -0.392 0.002** 0.814 

HYBRID VTTI 4.1% 0.001** -0.205 0.007** 0.725 

FITTED VHD 3.9% 0.014* 0.328 0.012* 0.677 

HYBRID VHD 0.3% 0.853 0.509 0.010** 0.697 

Note: * indicate significance at .05 level and ** indicates significance at .01 level. 
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The high R2 and significant slopes indicates a strong linear relationship between 

percentage error and the percentage of low-density data. Please note that significant 4% 

default percentage error s(as the intercept) exist in both HYBRID VTTI and FITTED VHD 

metric. This means some other unknown factors may also cause the estimation results to be 

biased. The model results are based on limited empirical data, so that the coefficients may 

not be as meaningful as the trends. Generally, if the intercepts could be ignored, it is known 

from the significant slopes that more low-density (mixed state) data causes larger positive 

errors in VHD estimations and larger negative errors in VTTI estimations. 

In conclusion, significant relationship exists between metrics errors and percentage of 

low-density data. However, low-density data cannot be identified without volume detection. 

The linear method in this section is to help explaining the source of error instead of adjusting 

these errors.  

4.3 SYSTEM DELAY METRICS COMPARISON 
System delay metrics results INRIX data with the volume estimation method are compared 

with that from Traffic.com in this section. The speed difference between data sources is also 

discussed in this section as the reason for metrics errors. 

SYSTEM DELAY METRICS RESULTS WITH SPEED-ONLY INPUT 

The percentage errors in this section are for metrics calculated from model-estimated volume 

and speed from INRIX, and the errors are referred to metrics calculated from Traffic.com 

actual volume and speed data. Metrics errors increase when volumes are estimated with 

INRIX speed, either using the HYBRID or FITTED Model. The results are shown in this 

section. These errors are due to the speed difference between Traffic.com and INRIX, which 

will be further discussed in the following section. 

Metrics results from INRIX are shown and compared with those from Traffic.com in 
Table 4-7, Table 4-8 and Table 4-9. 
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Table 4-7 System Delay Metrics Results from INRIX and Traffic.com at 040390EB 

040390EB 2009 2010 

Speed data Traffic.com INRIX INRIX Traffic.com INRIX INRIX 

Flow data Traffic.com 
Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.643 2.293 2.551 2.870 2.227 2.449 

VTTI % Err  0.00% -13.23% -3.49% 0.00% -22.41% -14.68% 

VHD/Hr 0.647 0.940 0.932 0.728 0.819 0.804 

VHD % Err 0.00% 45.37% 44.08% 0.00% 12.42% 10.37% 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr 85.34 91.11 90.30 107.11 108.78 106.80 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr % Err 0.00% 6.76% 5.82% 0.00% 1.56% -0.29% 

ADH 33.50 45.50 29.25 33.00 

  2011 2012 

Speed data Traffic.com INRIX INRIX Traffic.com INRIX INRIX 

Flow data Traffic.com 
Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.583 2.618 2.801 2.659 2.523 2.688 

VTTI % Err 0.00% 1.34% 8.43% 0.00% -5.10% 1.08% 

VHD/Hr 1.051 1.092 1.078 1.399 1.587 1.543 

VHD % Err 0.00% 3.88% 2.56% 0.00% 13.46% 10.32% 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr 93.88 117.93 116.44 109.29 122.33 118.94 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr % Err 0.00% 25.62% 24.03% 0.00% 11.92% 8.83% 

ADH 48.25 40.75 56.25 57.50 
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Table 4-8 System Delay Metrics Results from INRIX and Traffic.com at 040390WB 

040390WB 2009 2010 

Speed data Traffic.com INRIX INRIX Traffic.com INRIX INRIX 

Flow data Traffic.com 
Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.020 2.049 2.184 2.250 2.220 2.375 

VTTI % Err 0.00% 1.44% 8.08% 0.00% -1.35% 5.57% 

VHD/Hr 0.760 1.075 1.024 0.617 0.778 0.765 

VHD % Err 0.00% 41.47% 34.70% 0.00% 26.12% 24.00% 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr 59.19 67.46 64.24 77.73 91.27 89.73 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr % Err 0.00% 13.98% 8.52% 0.00% 17.41% 15.43% 

ADH 56.75 70.25 34.25 37.50 

  2011 2012 

Speed data Traffic.com INRIX INRIX Traffic.com INRIX INRIX 

Flow data Traffic.com 
Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model Traffic.com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.463 2.209 2.334 2.285 2.288 2.366 

VTTI % Err 0.00% -10.30% -5.25% 0.00% 0.17% 3.57% 

VHD/Hr 1.280 0.883 0.836 1.097 0.991 0.930 

VHD % Err 0.00% -31.05% -34.66% 0.00% -9.59% -15.24% 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr 91.93 91.86 87.04 83.45 94.99 89.06 

VHD/Delayed 
Hr % Err 0.00% -0.09% -5.32% 0.00% 13.83% 6.73% 

ADH 60.00 42.25 57.75 46.25 
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Table 4-9 System Delay Metrics Results from INRIX and Traffic.com at 40300WB, 
440200EB and 440210EB 

  040300WB 440200EB 440210EB 

Speed 
data 

Traffic
.com INRIX INRIX Traffic.

com INRIX INRIX Traffic.
com INRIX INRIX 

Flow 
data 

Traffic
.com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

Traffic.
com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

Traffic.
com 

Fitted 
Model 

Hybrid 
Model 

VTTI 2.287 2.029 2.242 1.937 1.834 1.876 2.037 1.731 1.749 

VTTI % 
Err  0.00% -11.31% -1.99% 0.00% -5.31% -3.14% 0.00% -15.03% -14.17% 

VHD/Hr 1.515 2.251 2.201 0.239 0.225 0.202 1.292 1.013 1.004 

VHD % 
Err 0.00% 48.59% 45.32% 0.00% -5.87% -15.77% 0.00% -21.59% -22.26% 

VHD/ 
Delayed 

Hr 
179.05 180.82 176.84 18.63 18.60 16.65 31.49 26.99 26.76 

VHD/ 
Delayed 

Hr % 
Err 

0.00% 0.99% -1.23% 0.00% -0.16% -10.66% 0.00% -14.29% -15.02% 

ADH 37.50 54.75 56.75 53.25 177.50 162.50 
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Generally, the quality of metrics outputs from Fitted and Hybrid Models are similar. For 

metric VTTI, -22% to +1% errors are reported with Fitted Model; -15% to +8% with Hybrid 

Model. For metric VHD/Delayed Hr, 0% to +26% percentage errors are reported with Fitted 

Model; -5% to +24% with Hybrid Model. Large differences occur for the metric ADH output 

between Traffic.com and INRIX. This is acceptable for the reason that they measure speed in 

different way. The metric VHD/Hr is also different between data sources for the same reason.  

The speed differences between data sources at non-ideal segments are not larger than 

that at the near-ideal basic segment (40390). However, considering the fact that the AADT 

values are highly overestimated at 440200EB and 440210EB, further errors in metrics with 

Hybrid Default volume estimation model may also exist. Significant bias in mean speed at 

congested regime is seen in INRIX data compared with Traffic.com data, which is further 

discussed in the following section. 

SPEED DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DATA SOURCES 

As stated above, larger percentage errors are expected when metrics are calculated based on 

INRIX speed and compared to those from Traffic.com. The errors come majorly from the 

speed difference between INRIX and Traffic.com. Even though during the careful site 

selection every efforts have been made to ensure the Traffic.com sensor best represent 

INRIX segment (i.e. basic segment, sensor in the middle of the segment), speed differences 

still exist due to uneven queue spill back across the segment over a year. Also, low sample 

rate of INRIX, historical speeds in INRIX, detection errors from both data sources, etc. are 

possible reasons for the speed difference. 

Only speeds below the Critical Speed Threshold (CST) from both Traffic.com and 

INRIX data are compared for speed difference. Speeds from the two data sources are paired 

according to time frame. In fact, some speeds slightly below the CST are not included in this 

speed comparison because they are not paired. Speed differences are calculated from the 

paired data. The lower 25%, Medium (50%), upper 25%, Mean and Standard Deviation of 

these speed differences data at each sites are listed in Table 4-10.   
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Table 4-10 Speed Difference between INRIX and Traffic.com of Site 40390 

Site 

Lower 
25% of 
Speed 

Difference 

Medium 
of Speed 

Difference 

Upper 
25% of 
Speed 

Difference 

Mean 
Speed 

Difference 

Standard 
Deviation of 

Speed Difference 

40390 EB2009 -8.8 -2.3 3.7 -3.5** 12.668 

40390 EB2010 -4.8 -0.5 7.6 0.7 9.497 

40390 EB2011 -6.9 -1.1 2.6 -1.7* 9.814 

40390 EB2012 -5.7 -2.0 2.3 -1.3 9.045 

40390 WB2009 -9.5 -2.7 3.2 -2.8** 10.956 

40390 WB2010 -5.7 -1.6 2.8 -1.2* 7.978 

40390 WB2011 -4.3 0.0 7.6 1.9 9.625 

40390 WB2012 -5.0 -1.1 3.1 -0.7 9.465 

40300 WB2010 -8.6 -3.3 3.6 -2.5** 10.201 

440200 EB2010 -3.6 1.8 7.0 2.2* 9.386 

440210 EB2010 -2.8 2.2 8.8 2.8** 8.809 

Note: * indicate significance at .05 level and ** indicates significance at .01 level. 

 

The results reveal that the significant (at .01 level) mean speed difference occurred only 

in 2009 at the near-ideal site (40390) and at some non-ideal sites, which indicates that INRIX 

speeds are generally unbiased representative of Traffic.com speeds when the sensor is 

located at the middle of the near-ideal basic segment. An 8 to 12 mph standard deviation of 

speed difference is expected at near-ideal basic segments according to the results. Therefore, 

it is believed that the errors of metrics with INRIX speeds come mostly from the variance 

rather than the mean speed difference between data sources.  

With INRIX speeds, metrics errors do not become larger when they are calculated at 

non-ideal sites, even though significant (at .05 level) mean speed difference and large 

variance in speed differences exist for all non-ideal sites. However, the differences in speeds 

are still a potential source of errors. The difference comes from the fact that Traffic.com 
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sensors at the non-ideal sites are not representative to the whole segment as the INRIX do. It 

is also possible that INRIX does not sample equally across all lanes. 

It also true that the speed difference decrease over time. This may due to the calibration 

efforts on Traffic.com sensors and the growing sample rate for INRIX. The important point is 

that the metrics results are largely dependent on the speed data input. As long as there is not a 

significant bias between INRIX and Traffic.com, they are both adequate predicable for 

system delay metrics. All metrics results are based on the assumption that the metrics 

calculated from Traffic.com speed and volume data are accurate and thus viewed as the 

reference. With a fast increasing sample rate, INRIX will improve its data quality in the 

future, and thus the system delay metrics calculated from INRIX speeds across the whole 

segment are more accurate and representative than those from a fixed-location sensor. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter concludes the major methodologies and findings in this study. This chapter also 

documents discussion and recommendation about data collection, methodology and the 

interpretation of results. 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This study developed a methodology to estimate volume from speed-only data. The speed 

flow information was used to calculate freeway system delay metrics. The metrics focus on 

congested regime identified by the Critical Speed Threshold (CST) method introduced in this 

study. The rapid increase in the number of speed data may indicate a point that separate 

congested and uncongested regimes, and that point is named Critical Speed Threshold (CST).  

VOLUME ESTIMATION MODELS AND DELAY METRICS ERRORS 

The Hybrid Default model and the Locally Fitted model are two methods introduced and 

tested in this study to estimated volume from speed. The former takes the minimum volume 

estimation from default HCM model and AADT based volume (with local time of day 

profile); the latter fits a HCM based speed flow model with steady state only data. 

Theoretically, the Locally Fitted model is more accurate in fitting with the local speed flow 

condition than the Hybrid Default model does. But for the sites in this study, using Locally 

Fitted model does not generate lower metrics estimation errors. As shown in Table 5-1, 

Hybrid model even generates slightly less metrics errors for VTTI than the Fitted model does 

when only Traffic.com data are tested. But they are both within acceptable range for the fact 

that the -11% error only occurred at 40390EB in 2009. Larger percentage errors exist for 

metric VHD/Delayed Hours with very minor difference between models.  
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Table 5-1 Combined Percentage Error Rates Range for Both Directions at Site 40390 in 
Four Years  

% Error Range Traffic.com INRIX 
Model Fitted Hybrid Fitted Hybrid 
VTTI (-11%, -1%) (-2%, +4%) (-22%, +1%) (-15%, +8%) 

VHD/Delayed Hour (+2%, +11%) (-2%, +12%) (0%, +26%) (-5%, +24%) 
 

Using 15-min data may have a high chance of picking up mixed-state information that is 

partially of congested and partially of uncongested data. These data are shown as low-density 

points on speed flow relationship and are included in the model input, which is the main 

source of error for all system delay metrics. The metrics errors with Traffic.com only input 

are significantly related to number of mixed state data with density below 26 pc/mi/ln or 

LOS below C. When INRIX speeds are used for model input and compared with 

Traffic.com, metrics percentage errors go up noticeably because of the large variance in 

speed difference between INRIX and Traffic.com. 

Another conclusion is that VTTI metric errors with Fitted model are almost always 

negative, while VHD/Delayed Hour metric errors with both models are almost always 

positive. This reveals the tendency of Fitted Model to underestimate VTTI’s and both models 

to overestimate VHD/Delayed Hour. The other two metrics VHD/Hour and ADH are not 

compared across data sources due to the speed differences. 

ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE OF VOLUME ESTIMATION MODELS 

Even though metrics results are not very different when using either Hybrid Default model or 

Locally Fitted model for the sites in this study, the Fitted model is believed to have a better 

accuracy in fitting with the local speed flow relationship. It is also believed that with higher 

resolution data, less mixed-state or low-density data would be included and thus even higher 

accuracy in volume estimation with the Fitted model could be achieved.  

The Hybrid model should use different percentage of volume estimates from the HCM 

model for different sites and years. Thus, there may not be a consistent way to compare the 
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quality of volume estimations, as the volumes may majorly come from AADT with profiles 

or default HCM model. It is highly recommended to record the percentage of volume 

estimates coming from the HCM model. If this is too low, the volume estimation and metrics 

results may not be convincing, as it is no longer a combined use of both AADT and HCM 

model. Another issue with the Hybrid model is that it always requires accurate AADT 

measurement that is not the case with the two sites 440210EB and 440200EB. The two-week 

data collected for the development of local 15-minute volume profile can also be used for a 

sample metrics validation to make sure that there is no significant bias in volume estimation 

and metrics. To achieve this, both speed and volume information should be collected. Part of 

data is used as calibration and others for validation. 

However, the Fitted Model requires half to one year of speed and volume data collection 

to ensure a good sample size of steady state regime, while the Hybrid Model only require 

several weeks of volume data for local time-of-day, day-of-week and month-of-year profiles 

and accurate AADT information. It is difficult to conclude that one of Hybrid Default Model 

and Locally Fitted Model generate better metrics output than the other one based on the 

results in this study. But the Fitted Model may have better estimation quality in dealing with 

data of higher resolution, and it provide the full speed flow density model in the congested 

regime. 

5.2 DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

DATA DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRAFFIC.COM AND INRIX  

Speed difference exists between Traffic.com and INRIX. However, significant difference in 

mean speeds only existed in earlier years, which indicates that efforts have been made to 

increase data quality of one or both Traffic.com and INRIX. It is also believed that the 

metrics errors with INRIX speed only input are due to the variance of speed difference, 

instead of speed bias. This is consistent with the fact that errors show up in later years when 

there is no significant mean speed difference. 
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In this study, Traffic.com sensor data are set as the reference because they have more 

reliable detection and much larger sample rate than INRIX. However, Traffic.com data 

should not actually be viewed as the ground truth when compared with INRIX because the 

sensors may not be able to represent the whole INRIX segment and detection errors may still 

exist. Traffic.com detections may be incorrect when measuring stop-and-go traffic as the 

sensor assumes constant speed. Thus, the metrics estimation ‘error’ is more of a ‘difference’. 

Anyway, the term ‘percentage error’ was used in this study just for the reason that 

Traffic.com still has more reliable detections. 

INRIX uses probe vehicles reported speeds to estimate segment running speed and travel 

time. This information depends heavily on the quality of the reported speeds. It is believed 

that INRIX has increasing sample rate over years. But so far, a 24 hours travel time study 

may not seem possible because of the low sample size during the nighttime. With the 

methodologies introduced in this study and with an accurate but temporary volume profiles 

data collection (for Hybrid Default Model) or speed/flow data collection (for Locally Fitted 

Model), system delay information is also provided to the users. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NORTH CAROLINA FREEWAY SYSTEM 

INRIX speed data are available on all North Carolina freeways with an increasing sample 

rate. Traffic.com sensors are only available at Research Triangle Area, but setting up 

temporary speed and flow data collection device such as Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor, 

or RTMS, to collect two-week data for volume profile or even half-year data for Locally 

Fitted Model calibration is quite possible. It is known that the Fitted model requires much 

larger data quantity than the Hybrid model does. But it is also known that the Hybrid model 

use different percentage of volume estimates from HCM model site-by-site and year-by-year. 

The accuracy of Hybrid model also relies much on the accuracy of the AADT values those 

are biased at least on 4402000EB and 440210EB in 2010. Therefore, the Hybrid model is 

only recommended for a temporary use when the data collection requirements by Fitted 

model have not been met. And the Fitted model is recommended for system delay monitoring 

on North Carolina freeways. From the study, a 5% error for VTTI and 10% error for 
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VHD/Delayed Hours are a reasonable conclusion about the metric errors. This is under the 

assumption that volume estimation models are well calibrated and INRIX collects a 

reasonable sample of speeds over the segment so that they are not biased. 

The author also proposed a future research topic to compare Locally Fitted Models under 

different road facilities and traffic conditions. It is beneficial to conclude a list of variables 

that affect the shape of the Fitted model. Practically, calibrating these variables must be 

easier than calibrating the Fitted model. Also, the author recommends test the volume 

estimation models and metrics in this study with data of higher resolution. It is hypothesized 

that there will be less mixed-state or low-density data in the 1-min or 5-min dataset than in 

the 15-min dataset. 
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APPENDIX A SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPING AN HCM-
BASED OVERSATURATED SPEED FLOW MODEL 
This section serves as a summary a published paper dealing with freeway local speed flow 
model fitting method (18). Some methodologies, such as Critical Speed Threshold (CST) and 
Critical Density Threshold (CDT) have been updated in the thesis. 

The default HCM basic freeway segment models depend only on the Free Flow Speed 
(FFS), though it is not the only factor that affects the speed flow relationship. No influence 
from downstream traffic, or other traffic characteristics, is (or should be) considered in the 
definition of freeway capacity in the HCM (1). In addition to recurring effects, non-recurring 
effects such as rain and snow could negatively affect capacity by around 7-8% (28). Some 
studies suggest capacity be treated as a distribution function representing the probability of a 
traffic breakdown independent of the flow rate (29). It is believed that factors that affect 
capacity would also affect the speed flow relationship during congested flow regime in the 
HCM model. Also, observations from two freeway bottlenecks in and near Toronto, Canada 
indicate that the average rate vehicles discharge from a queue can be 10% lower than the 
flow measured prior to the queue's formation (30). Therefore, the default HCM model will 
almost never correctly represent the actual speed flow relationship within congestion given 
real world uncertainty in weather, road conditions, driver behaviour, etc. Since research has 
proven that the normal congested regime is stable in terms of speed, flow and density 
relationships (3), congested state traffic observations from a trustworthy data collection 
resource may provide the basis for site specific fitting of the HCM-based model.  

Capacity and jam density are two most important parameters for the oversaturated 
regime in most current freeway models. However, jam density is difficult to obtain in the 
field (31). Thus, jam density is usually accepted as a default in an oversaturated freeway 
model, while efforts focus on correctly estimating capacity. For instance, one study 
developed the ‘operational capacity’ that is directly related to the oversaturated regime using 
actual freeway data at three locations of U.S. Highway 169 Northbound in the Twin Cities, 
Minnesota (32). That study also developed flow occupancy plots with different occupancy 
bins, to reveal the flow density relationship (32). Even though complex non-linear flow 
density relationship, such as concave (33), quadratic (34), etc., are recommended for the 
oversaturated regime by some researchers, a lot of empirical studies suggest that the simple 
linear form is sufficient (35)(14). This paper proposes and tests a method to adjust the HCM-
based oversaturated speed flow relationship to better-fit local freeway capacity and jam 
density, by using speed and flow sensor data.  

METHODOLOGY 

In order to develop the method to fit the HCM-based congested regime model, this study 
collected daytime weekday speed flow data from side-fire radar detectors aggregated to 15-
minute intervals. Three fixed thresholds were defined to identify steady state congested 
observations, namely the Critical Speed Threshold (CST), Critical Density Threshold (CDT) 
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and Speed First Difference Threshold (SFDT) for use in model fitting. This method avoids 
possible bias caused by capacity and jam density difference between the default HCM model 
and the specific site, and thus the fitted model represents the actual speed flow relationship 
much better than the default HCM models does, which is shown by the Traffic.com sensor 
data from the three sites.  

Only data with speed under the Critical Speed Threshold (CST) are defined as congested 
observations that correspond to the oversaturated regime of the HCM freeway speed flow 
model. Analysis of the study data revealed that a density threshold (Critical Density 
Threshold, or CDT) is required to filter out inconsistent data with low speed and low volume 
that indicate either significant capacity reduction and degraded operations resulting from 
inclement weather, work zones, incidents or mixed state observations resulting from 15 
minute periods that include both congested and uncongested traffic conditions. A threshold is 
also applied to the difference in speed from the previous observation (Speed First Difference 
Threshold, or SFDT) to further distinguish stable congestion observations from observations 
that correspond to a mix of congested and uncongested conditions that may have passed the 
CST and CDT. The three thresholds are shown in Figure A. 1 with Traffic.com speed flow 
data from station 040300 at westbound I40 near Harrison Road, NC. 
 

 
Figure A. 1 Typical Speed Flow Relationship with Thresholds at 040300WB 
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Critical Speed Threshold 

The CST is used to identify congested observations by simple elimination of free flow 
observations based on speed. Analysis of Traffic.com speed and flow observations reveals 
that typical variation of speeds under free flow conditions is approximately ±5 to ±10 mph 
from the mean speed during low flow conditions (free flow speed). Since freeway free flow 
speed (FFS) is generally higher than the posted speed limit, 10 mph below speed limit 
provides a reasonable and robust threshold for distinguishing between uncongested and 
congested observations. However, inspection of actual speed flow data is nonetheless 
necessary to ensure the CST is sufficient but not too conservative if a large cluster of data lie 
below CST, then the CST may need to be lowered. Conversely, if there is a clear gap between 
the free flow data and the threshold, then the threshold may be overly conservative and 
raising the threshold should be considered. It is recommended that the CST be set rather 
conservatively to ensure no undersaturated data are included for model fitting purposes. 
 

Critical Density Threshold 

The CDT is applied to filter out anomalous observations that pass the CST. These data are 
inconsistent with the HCM speed flow curve for reasons such as inclement weather, work 
zones, incidents, or mixed states of congested and uncongested flow within the observation 
interval. A density of 35 pc/mi/ln, the threshold that separates LOS of D and E in the HCM 
(1), is defined as the CDT. All observations with density less than the CDT are filtered out 
prior to model fitting. Previous research applied a CDT corresponding to the threshold 
between LOS of C and D to filter out low speed, low flow outliers (22). However, this paper 
recommends, based on analysis of the observational data, a higher CDT to strictly confine the 
model fitting observations to the oversaturated regime. It is also recommended, similar to 
that of CST, plotting speed flow relationship of the particular site to verify the selection of 
CDT. 

Speed First Difference Threshold 

The SFDT is used to distinguish the data points passing the CST and CDT that represent a 
single state within the congestion regime. The 15-minute observation interval ensures 
sufficient readings and corresponds to the HCM traffic equilibrium definition. However, a 
15-minute interval can frequently include mixed state information during queue formation 
and discharge because of the segment being a bottleneck or having a downstream bottleneck. 
Therefore the SFDT is used to identify stable congestion observations appropriate for fitting 
the HCM-based speed flow model. In the field data study, this threshold eliminated almost 
half of the observations that passed the speed and density thresholds. Therefore, a relatively 
large dataset, such as one year of data, is required for model fitting. The SFDT was set to 
retain observations whose speeds differ from the previous 15-minute observation by 5 mph 
or less. In this way, the SFDT filters out mixed state or unstable data that would lead to bias 
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in the resulting fitted model. 

Model Fitting 

For a visualization of the three-threshold methodology, the observations passing the CST and 
CDT were grouped into five bins. The central bin represents the steady state observations 
according to the SFDT (absolute value of speed difference ≤5 mph). The remaining four bins 
were created as two bins on either side of the steady state bin with equal numbers of 
observations in each bin. A plot of the observations categorized in this manner is shown in 
Figure 1. Preliminary analysis and trial model fitting at each site confirmed that only data 
within steady state bins provide a reasonable set of single state congested observations that is 
well-modelled by a linear oversaturated regime flow density model.  

Figure A. 2 shows the comparison between model fitting results using (a) data with the 
HCM density threshold of 45 pc/mi/ln, (b) data that only pass the CST and CDT, and (c) 
steady state data that pass all three thresholds from Traffic.com station 040300 WB The data 
that meet the HCM threshold appear to fit the linear flow density relationship reasonably 
well. But this threshold leaves some mixed state data points that could affect the model 
fitting. Also, the HCM threshold cut out some of data with density slightly less than 45 
pc/mi/ln that could actually better fit the linear model. The steady state data model has a 
significantly better goodness of fit in terms of R2 and visually displays better fidelity in flow 
and density linearity than does the model fit to all data that pass CST and CDT. The linear 
relationship is more clearly visible in the steady state data, making it easier to visually 
identify outliers, as shown in Figure A. 2. Please note two data points, identified as outliers 
because of the their apparent violation of the linearity in flow density relationship, are 
removed from the steady state model fitting, shown in Figure A. 2 c). Number of data points 
used to fit the model in Figure A. 2 a), b) and c) are 73, 114 and 39, respectively. 
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Figure A. 2 Effects of Three Thresholds on Model Fitting 
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a)	  Model	  Fitting	  for	  Only	  Data	  with	  Density	  Over	  45	  

	  
b)	  Model	  Fitting	  for	  Data	  Meeting	  CST	  and	  CDT	  
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c)	  Model	  Fitting	  of	  Steady	  State	  Data	  Meeting	  All	  3	  Thresholds	  
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       The original concerns about the outliers that may results in a bad flow density model 
fitting. A robust regression method have been recommended in this study, so that the 
statistical tools would have the ability to identify and ignore outliers during model fitting. 

MODEL COMPARISON 

The fitted models are compared to the default HCM model in terms of speed flow 
relationship within the oversaturated regime using the Traffic.com 15-minutes aggregated 
speed flow for the period from 5AM to 10PM including all weekdays in 2010 at stations 
040300WB, 440200EB and 440210EB. 

Improved Capacity Estimation 

The capacity of a basic freeway segment in reality is higher or lower than the theoretical 
value of the HCM model for a variety of reasons. This capacity overestimation or 
underestimation by the HCM model would cause bias in speed flow relationship during 
congested regime, as illustrated by the station 440200EB shown in Figure A. 3. Note that 
three outliers, apparently violating the flow density linearity, are filtered out during model 
fitting. The proposed HCM-based model is fitted to the steady state congested data, and thus 
should predict capacity that is slightly lower than the capacity at the maximum flow defined 
in the HCM. Figure A. 3 shows that the fitted speed flow curve derived from the fitted flow 
density linear model has a clearly improved capability of representing the steady state 
congestion data and the freeway segment capacity than the default HCM model does. This 
improvement is also usually comes with the improvement in jam density that is discussed 
later. 
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a)	  Oversaturated	  Regime	  Flow	  Density	  Relationships	  

	  
b)	  Oversaturated	  Regime	  Speed	  Flow	  Relationships	  

Figure A. 3 Oversaturated Regime Speed, Flow and Density Relationship Comparison at 
440200EB 

 

The results of comparison of capacity from the HCM model and the fitted model to the 
average flow rate of the top 1% flow sample are shown in Table A. 1. The fitted model 
represents steady state congestion, and thus generates the maximum queue discharge flow 
rate as its capacity. This value is expected to be lower than the maximum flow by HCM 
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definition as capacity. This is proven by the results from the three study sites, shown in Table 
A. 1. HCM models tend to overestimate capacity.  

 
Table A. 1 Capacity (in PCE) Comparison Between the Top 1% and the HCM and Fitted 

Model Capacities 

 

Avg. Speed 
at top 1% 

flows 

Avg. Flow 
Rate at top 
1% flows 

Avg. Density 
at top 1% 

flows 
FFS HCM 

Capacity 
Fitted Model 

Max Flow 

040300WB 64.2 2070 32.3 65 2300 1965 (-15%) 

440200EB 50.3 2280 45.3 60 2300 2145 (-7%) 

440210EB 45.0 1895 42.1 55 2250 1865 (-17%) 

*Avg. stands for average; Capacity from fitted model is calculated based on Avg. speed for the top 1% flow 
sample; the percentage difference in last column is calculated with respect to HCM capacity. 

 

Site 440200EB is an overlap HCM segment. The reason to include an overlap segment in 
this study is to check the compatibility of the fitted model to data from different freeway 
segments. The model fitting result reveals that the fitted speed flow curve could correctly 
represent traffic characteristics during steady congested state in this overlap segment as well. 
It is no surprise that the fitted model is better than the HCM model that is designed only for 
basic segment, but it offers possibilities to apply the traditional HCM freeway basic model to 
wide range of segment types. 

Improved Jam Density Estimation 

Anchoring the opposite end of the linear model beginning at capacity, jam density is the other 
key parameter defining the quality of the freeway speed flow model. Site-specific 
characteristics, such as local vehicle composition, driver behaviour, and geometric features, 
may affect jam density on freeway segments and in turn the shape of the oversaturated 
regime speed flow curve. Figure A. 4 shows the difference between fitted curve and HCM 
curve where fitted capacity and jam density differ significantly from the HCM default values. 
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a)	  Oversaturated	  Regime	  Flow	  Density	  Relationships	  

	  
b)	  Oversaturated	  Regime	  Speed	  Flow	  Relationships	  

Figure A. 4 Oversaturated Regime Speed Flow Curves Comparison at 040300WB 

 
Specifically, the fitted curve indicates a jam density of 140 pc/mi/ln, which is much 

lower than the HCM model default of 190 pc/mi/ln. The lower jam density leads to steeper 
curve and thus a better fit to the steady state data. Please note that the jam density of 140 is 
extrapolated from the model, other than a statistical conclusion from a rich dataset of jam 

y = -18.18x + 2589.6 
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density samples. The improvement in jam density is obvious but the ground true value of jam 
density may not necessarily by 140 at 040300WB. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The defined speed, density, and speed first difference thresholds were effective at identifying 
steady state and recurring congested observations for fitting the HCM-based flow density 
model that in turn provides the basis for deriving the associated speed flow model. The fitted 
model avoids possible bias caused by local capacity and jam density values that are 
significantly different from the default HCM model values. Therefore, the fitted model 
represents the actual speed flow relationship much better than the default HCM model, as 
demonstrated for Traffic.com sensor data from the three sites.  

Therefore, this study recommends that site-specific HCM-based speed flow models be fit 
for freeway segments where sufficient speed and flow data are available and where more 
precise oversaturated speed-flow modelling is desired and warranted. In terms of data 
sufficiency, it is recommended that 100 steady state congested data points reasonably 
spanning a broad range of density levels should be the minimum sampling requirement. This 
typically requires a six to twelve months of 15-minute interval traffic condition data for 
urban freeway with daily recurring congestion similar to Raleigh, NC. Models need not be 
refit every year if road facilities or driver behaviour are not changing significantly. 

This study represents a significant first step in an important line of research aimed at 
defining a robust and easy to implement methodology for deriving site specific traffic 
characteristic relationships based on increasingly ubiquitous freeway traffic condition data. It 
is believed that the methodology is suitable for other freeway basic segments, if normal 
speed flow data are properly collected. This study by design was limited to application of the 
HCM saturated flow regime model that is linear in flow density space. Although the results in 
this limited study indicate that the simple linear flow-density model provides a sufficiently 
good fit, follow on research should evaluate this finding against a broad range of freeway 
conditions. The thresholds used in this study should, of course, also be evaluated against a 
broad range of freeway data. Finally, the least defined element of the preliminary 
methodology described in this paper is the identification of outliers that persist after the three 
thresholds have been applied to the full data set. For the three sites used in the study, visual 
identification, and perhaps confirmation from the agency about the presence of outliers was 
sufficient. However, for system-wide implementation, a data driven, automated method of 
outlier identification will be necessary. Therefore, candidate robust regression and outlier 
detection methods should be investigated as a replacement to visual outlier identification. 
The future step of this study would also include going further to apply this methodology for 
non-ideal or non-basic segments. 


